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Lepton family number violation processes arise in the SU(6)L⊗U(1)Y model due to the presence
of an extra neutral gauge boson, Z0, with family changing couplings, and due to the fact that this
model demands the existence of heavy exotic leptons. The mixing of the standard Z with Z0 and the
mixing of ordinary leptons with exotic ones induce together family changing couplings on the Z and
therefore nonvanishing rates for lepton family number violation processes, such as Z! e, ! eee
and  ! eγ. Additional contributions to the processes  ! eγ and  ! eee are induced from
the mass generation mechanism. This last type of contributions may compete with the above one,
depending on the masses of the scalars which participate in the diagrams which generate radiatively
the masses of the charged leptons. Using the experimental data we compute some bounds for the
mixings parameters and for the masses of the scalars.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this communication we show how the tree level family changing neutral current (FCNC) phenomenon arises in
the context of the SU(6)L⊗U(1)Y model [1] whose simplicity allows to tests several mechanisms for physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM). Within this model we then compute the branching ratios for lepton family number violating
(LFV) processes in the e{ sector with the aim of bounding the light-heavy lepton mixing parameters of the model
in this sector. In section II A we present the main features of the SU(6)L⊗U(1)Y model and in section II B those
of its symmetry breaking. In section II C and II D we display the mixing eects in the leptonic sector and the FC
couplings of the Z to ordinary leptons; in section II E we deal with the mechanism which gives masses radiatively to
the charged leptons and in section III we compute the branching ratio for Z! e and ! eee, both at tree level and
for ! eγ at one loop.






The gauge group of the model is SU(6)L⊗U(1)Y, where SU(6)L unies the weak isospin SU(2)L, of Glashow-
Weinberg-Salam, with an horizontal gauge group GH, whose maximum expression is SU(3)H. SU(2)L⊗SU(3)H is a











12 ⊗   ! G;
1
4i ⊗   ! Hi; (1)
where i, i = 1,2,3, are the Pauli matrices, Ti =
1
2i are the SU(2)L generators, ,  = 1; 2; : : : ; 8, are the Gell-
Mann matrices, 12 are the SU(3)H generators, and 13 and 12 are 33 and 22 unit matrices, respectively. The










with the consequence that if g6, g2 and gH3 are the coupling constants of SU(6)L, SU(2)L and SU(3)H, respectively,








The g in the standard notation of the Standard Model, is g = g2.
The model has 36 gauge bosons: 35 associated with the generators of SU(6)L and one associated to U(1)Y. Besides
the standard gauge bosons W3, W and B, we have 32 extra gauge bosons, which can be divided into four groups:
(++), 12 charged gauge bosons which perform transitions among families. They couple to family changing
charged currents (FCCC) and they are related to i ⊗ , i = 1; 2,  = 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7:
(+ o), 4 charged gauge bosons which do not make transitions among families but their couplings are family
dependent. They couple to non-universal family diagonal charged currents (NUFDCC) and are related to
i ⊗ , i = 1; 2,  = 3; 8:
(o +), 12 neutral gauge bosons which induce transitions among families. They couple to FCNC and are
related to 12 ⊗ , 3 ⊗ ,  = 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7:
(o o), 4 neutral gauge bosons which couple non-universally without changing flavor, that is they couple to
non-universal family diagonal neutral currents (NUFDNC) and are related to 12 ⊗ , 3 ⊗ ,  = 3; 8.
Notice that at scales where families are not dened, that is at scales above the breaking of SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y, there is no
clear distinction between the members of the (+ o) set and those of the (++) one. Similarly, the members of the set
(o +) and those of the set (o o) should be put in a unique class. In other words, there is no way to distinguish \family






0@ 0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
1A ; (4)
in family space, will be identied as a family changing one, but applying a transformation in family space one can
diagonalize TH1 to the form
T0H1 = TH3 =
0@ 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
1A (5)
and therefore transform the corresponding gauge boson into one with non-universal flavor diagonal couplings.
The fermionic content of the model is given by the following set of irreducible representations (irreps) of SU(6)L⊗
U(1)Y, one for each color in the case of quarks (right handed elds are charge-conjugated to left handed ones):
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f6(−1)gL = (e−; e; −; ; −;  )L   L(−1),
f1I(−
4




3 ) I = 1,2,3 for u
c, cc and tc respectively,
f1I(
2




3 ) I = 1,2,3 for d
c, sc and bc respectively,
f1I(2)gL = lcIL(2) I = 1,2,3 for e
c, c and c respectively,
f15(0)gL   []L(0),
where I is a family index,  and  are SU(6)L tensor indices and u, d, . . . refer to the up quark, down quark,
. . . elds. The label L refers to left handed Weyl spinors and the upper c symbol indicates a charge{conjugated



























































(N8 −N9) : (8)





gL, that the SU(6)L indices are arranged according to the following scheme:
 SU(3)H !
" 1 3 5
SU(2)L
# 2 4 6
(9)
B. Symmetry Breaking
The symmetry breaking is realized in three stages: at the scale M1
SU(6)L⊗U(1)Y
M1−! SU(2)L⊗SU(2)H⊗U(1)Y (10)
and the six SU(2)L exotic singlets get mass of order M1. This breaking is achieved [1] with a Higgs scalar in the




(1 + 6) ! 1; TH2 =
1p
2




38) ! 3; (11)
where the corresponding gauge elds have been indicated. Here the generators are conveniently normalized to
TrTHiTHj = 2 so that TH3 has eigenvalues = 0;1. It then follows that the coupling constants of SU(2)H and










In the second stage of the symmetry breaking chain
SU(2)L⊗SU(2)H⊗U(1)Y
M2−! SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y; (13)





the right{handed counterpart of E−i . This step is implemented [1] with a Higgs 2 = f15(0)g.
The nal stage of the symmetry breaking chain,
SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y
MZ−! U(1)EM; (14)
is achieved using a Higgs eld 3 = 6(1) with VEV’s in the neutral components h3ii = vi for i=1,3,5. With 3 the











3 ) + h:c: = (γuu
c + γcc
c + γtt
c)LC(v1u + v2c + v3t)L + h:c: ; (15)
where γI are Yukawa couplings of order 1 and c is the charge conjugation matrix. This mass term predicts tree{level













similar mass term for the  is avoided postulating a Z5 discrete symmetry that distinguishes quarks from leptons. In
this way the Yukawa coupling of 3 in the leptonic sector is completely absent [1].
C. Mixing of Zo with heavy bosons
Among the 12 neutral gauge bosons related to FCNC, three are relatively light (those of SU(2)H ), with mass of
the order of M2. The other 9 are heavy, with mass of the order of M1. If Z
o mixes with this type of gauge bosons,
the mixing with the rst three will dominate, unless it vanishes as a consequence of some symmetry.
We are therefore interested in constructing the Zo, 1, 2, 3 mass matrix. The VEV’s of 2,
h[3456]2 i = h
[1245]
2 i = −h
[1236]
2 i = V; (16)










































g and g0 are the coupling constants of SU(2)L and U(1)Y respectively,
 = 1p
2

















Notice that 2 decouples from Z
o due to the h.c. term and that 3 does not mix with any other. Thus only the






cos  − sin 









































where MW is the mass of the charged boson W
 and w is the weak mixing angle given by
g sin w = g
0 cos w = e: (26)




V 2 : (27)
D. Mixing of ordinary charged leptons with exotic ones and family changing couplings
Let  oa = (e; ; ;E1;E2;E3; )
o>
a , a = L;R, be a vector of gauge eigenstates in the electric charge q = −1 space and
 a the one corresponding to the mass eigenstates. Let





























− 12 + sin
2 w 0























0@ 0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
1A ; (32)
then the coupling of the lowest mass neutral gauge boson mass eigenstate, Z, to the light (ordinary) leptons,  la =






































































a = (Hll)a : (37c)
Another convenient notation is gV = KL + KR, gA = KL − KR.
E. Radiative Charged Lepton Masses
In this section we describe a mechanism to generate radiatively the masses for the ordinary charged leptons. With
the additional Higgs scalars 4 = f70(1)g and 5 = f15(−2)g introduced in Ref. [1], and using as a seed the mass of





















3 + h:c:; (40)
where  and I are the Yukawa couplings of order 1. The mixing of the double charged scalar elds needed in the








where i and j are the couplings in the vertices, O is the unitary matrix which diagonalizes the mass matrix of the















This one loop contribution may be written as hivj = ij(0), and therefore it leads to an increase in one unit of the
rank of the charged leptons mass matrix. In this way the mass of the  is generated. To generate the masses for 










2 + h:c: (44)
+4
+
1 26 + h:c: (45)
These couplings generate the mass terms in the e −  sector coming from the diagrams of Fig. 2 and from those
diagrams starting with the right handed chirality from the same Fig. 2. The appropriate mixing among the  scalars
is generated when 6 takes VEV’s. The contribution from these diagrams can be written again in the form hiqj and
therefore the rank of the charged lepton mass matrix is again increased in one unit. In this way the muon obtain
mass. Finally the mass of the electron is generated through a diagram similar to those of Fig. 2, but with the muon
in the internal fermion line.
III. CONSTRAINTS
A. Family diagonal process Z! ee
Mixing eects also modify slightly the rate for family diagonal processes [2{5]. Consider for example Z! ee, whose

























eeL + eeL − 12 + sin2w 2 + eeR + eeR  + sin2w2+ O(2): (46b)
Since the agreement of the SM predictions with the experimental data for these processes is better than 0.1 % (the
experimental value of Γ(Z ! ll) is 83:83 0:27 [6] against the theoretical one equal to 83:97 0:07), the quantities
eea + 
ee
a  are bounded practically by the experimental uncertainty in the data [6],
Bee  B(Z! ee) = (3:366 0:008) 10
−2: (47)
From eq. (46b) it follows thateeL + eeL − 12 + s2w2 + eeR + eeR  + s2w2 = cBee; (48)







= 0:2675  0:0005. Therefore we obtain, in a neighborhood of jeea + 
ee
a j = 0 and with
sin2w = 0:2237 0:0010, the bounds
jeea + 
ee
a j < few  10
−3: (49)
B. Constraints from Z! e
With the approximation MZ  m;me and taking into account that experimental limits for Z! e, Fig. 3, exist
only for the sum of the charge states of particles and antiparticles states, the branching ratio is
















































2 = 0:536 (using the conventional SM branching ratio 0.0337 for Bll and the standard values
for gV and gA) and where eBe is dened by the numerical value of the experimental upper bound [7]
Be  B(Z! e + e) < 1:7 10
−6  eBe: (52)
This means that the ordinary-ordinary o diagonal mixing parameters ea are bounded to lie in a circular region
centered at (−eL ;−
e
R ) and of radius 9:5 10
−4.
C. Constraints from ! eee
Since m  me and ignoring possible contributions from scalars to the process, the branching ratio B( ! eee),





































































































− 12 + s2w2 + ‘s2w2 jeL + eL j2 +− 12 + s2w2 + 2 s2w2 jeR + eR j2i+ O (2 ; (53b)





 , ea <  (remember that 
e
a is second order in the ordinary-exotic mixing)
and we have taken into account the stringent limits obtained in eq. (49) from whicheeL + eeL − 12 + s2w ’ − 12 + s2w  ; (54a)eeR + eeR  + s2w ’ s2w  : (54b)
Using the experimental limits [8]
Beee  B(! eee) < 1:0 10
−12  eBeee (55)
and s2w = 0:2237, the constraints on the mixing parameters are









where c = (4B (! ee))
−1  0:25. Eq. (56) is more stringent than eq. (51).
A possible contribution from scalars to this process come from the fermionic mass-generation mechanism through
a complete penguin diagram as in the Fig. 5.
D. Constraints from ! eγ
In this section we analyze the lepton flavor violation process ! eγ arising in the model mainly from the Z0−1
mixing and from the eect induced of the fermionic mass-generation mechanism at one loop level.
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The contribution to this process coming from the mixing of ordinary with exotic leptons is negligible compare with
the above mention sources. This is a consequence of the approximations obtained in eqs.(54a) and (54b), because
these results means that the modications to the couplings of the Z and Z0 to the charged leptons are not sensitive
to the mixing of ordinary with exotic leptons. In the other hand when we write the gauge eigenstates in terms of the
mass eigenstates, eq.(28), the dominant contribution come from the diagonal elements of the U matrix, that is we are
working in the limit of very small o-diagonal elements of the matrix U .
Contributions from the would be Goldstone bosons are forbidden in the model. The reason is that the amplitude
for  ! eγ is of the form u2(p2)qu1(p1), where q = p1 − p2 and  is the polarization of the photon. The
process involves therefore a flip of helicity and the lowest order contribution would arise from diagrams of the type of
Fig. 6. However, as was mentioned in Section II B, 3 is forbidden, by a Z5 discrete symmetry, to couple to leptons.
Contributions from Z0 − 1 mixing are given through the diagrams of Fig. 7, and from the mechanism of mass
generation by inserting a photon in the internal lines of the diagram of Fig. 2a, and the conjugate diagram of Fig. 2d,
which produce o-diagonal mass terms in the e−  sector. Note that contributions from the diagrams of Fig. 7a and
Fig. 7b are proportional to the mass of the muon, while the contribution from diagrams of Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d are
proportional to the mass of the electron. That is, the dominant contribution from the Z0−1 mixing is to R ! eLγ.
By simplicity and economy we align the VEVs of 6 such that 2 mixes only with  . In this case, the contribution
from the mass-mechanism is of the form L ! eRγ through the diagram of Fig. 2a. The calculation of the diagram







cos sin  m; (57)

















 are the mass eigenstates, with the approximation M1;M2  m .














where AB comes from the Z
































Comparing with the general expressions




















hF (0)V212 + F (0)A212i (62b)









(CB − CM ) (63b)










In the approximation M1 M2 and using the experimental limit [10]
Beγ  B(! eγ) < 4:9 10
−11  eBeγ ; (65)
the constraints on the mixing parameters are jj < 4:2 10−5, MZ0 > 24 TeV and M1 > 200 TeV.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have analyzed the consequences of simultaneous mixing of the Z gauge boson with an horizontal
neutral gauge boson and the mixing of ordinary charged leptons with exotic ones in the context of the model SU(6)L⊗
U(1)Y. We concentrated on the eects of the above mixing on lepton family violation processes in the e{ sector. The
charged leptons in this model obtain mass radiatively by introducing new exotic scalar particles. This new scalars also
contribute to lepton violation processes. In order to be consistent with experiments we nd that their masses must be
heavier than 200 TeV, jj < 4:2 10−5, and MZ0 > 24 TeV. We also determine that: i) Since ea are order O(1) and





and with radius depending on the considered branching ratio, ii) The radius xed by eq. (56) is 2:2 10−6.
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FIG. 1. Diagram generating the  mass term
FIG. 2. Diagrams generating mass terms in the e−  sector
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FIG. 3. Diagrams contributing to the Z! e decay.
FIG. 4. Contribution to the ! eee process.
FIG. 5. Induce contribution to the ! eee process coming from the mass generation mechanism.
FIG. 6. Diagrams forbidden by the Z5 discrete symmetry.
FIG. 7. contribution to the ! eγ decay coming from the Z0 − 1 mixing.
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